AMAZONIA INDIGENOUS WOMEN´S FELLOWSHIP

IMPACT 2023

61
Fellowships awarded to Indigenous women

2090
Members of the community participating in projects

73
Indigenous organizations engaged

27
Fellows influencing decision-making in their communities

PROJECT THEMES

- Meliponiculture
- Reforestation and restoration
- Indigenous Women's leadership
- Indigenous youth
- Livelihoods, weaving and handicrafts
- Territory and management plans
- Food sovereignty
- Environmental awareness and waste management
- Indigenous knowledge

SKILLS GAINED BY THE FELLOWS

- Increased confidence and self-esteem
- Increased influence in their leadership journey
- Improvement of confidence in public speaking
- Improvement of financial management skills

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE COMMUNITIES

- Recovering ancestral knowledge
- Bringing youth and elders together for dialogue
- Access to internet

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

- Ecuador
- Peru
- Brazil
- Suriname
- Guyana
- Colombia
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